UKeiG’s Guide to New Year Resolutions

To make your life easier, here are three simple New Year resolutions:

1. I will be the **best innovative e-Information professional** and will be able to pick up ideas by attending one of the new UKeiG training sessions [http://www.ukieg.org.uk/training/index.html](http://www.ukieg.org.uk/training/index.html) or by attending the AGM Annual Seminar in June 2010

2. I will **keep up to date** with current issues on e-information by reading the UKeiG blogs and utilising the website for support and documentation

3. I will make the most of my **valuable membership** of UKeiG by joining the UKeiG mailing list for both UKeiG and the Intranets forum, to exchange ideas with like minded colleagues. [http://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/](http://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/) [enter UKeiG]